PRODUCT AND SERVICES GUIDE
QUALITY PRODUCTS AND SERVCES FROM INDUSTRY LEADERS

RENOWNED FOR QUALITY

DRIVEN BY SKILL

PJL Group is a mechanical and engineering business keeping equipment on the job, improving processes
and providing solutions and speciality services to the mining, earth moving, and construction industries.
Our commitment to keeping clients mining and moving earth both above and below ground is the
foundation of PJL Group. We provide a complete service driven by client needs, adding expertise through
our skilled tradespeople who are solutions focused and have extensive experience working in our industry.
PJL Group’s vision, innovation and commitment to quality and customised solutions has resulted in a
highly skilled labour force. This fresh approach has seen the company grow rapidly from 3 people in 2006
to operating nationally with over 350 people today.

Our size enables repairs or installation work on any scale. Rigorous standards, solid workmanship and
stringent testing deliver a trouble-free service that keeps projects on track.
Operating 24 hours a day from 5 workshops around Australia, the benefits of our flexibility, quick decision
making and fast turnaround times are measured by our clients by their increased productivity.
At PJL Group, we all come to work with a purpose...to make our company as great as it can be. We are
here for the long haul because our clients need us.
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ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES INTO SOLUTIONS

This is supported by a three tiered approach that guides our company:


We aim to be the best at providing quality customised services and solutions



We are deeply passionate about developing our people and our skills



We measure success by the value of our skills

Listen and Learn


Respect each other



Collaborative working relationships



Be proud of our work and achievements

Be honest, Take Ownership


Talk straight



Take ownership of your actions

Be Ambitious


Culture of innovation and solutions



Think outside the square



Acting today for tomorrow

Succeed Together


“Can Do” attitude



“We” instead of “I”

ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES INTO SOLUTIONS
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Quality Management Systems Accredited to ISO 9001
WHS Systems Accredited to AS/NZS 4801 and OHSAS 18001


Proven safety record demonstrated through the current LTIFR



Demonstrated commitment to our policies and procedures



Our employees take personal ownership of safety and quality processes



Visible and stable company leadership



Continuous improvement and commitment to workplace safety and quality processes



Ongoing employee training
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At PJL, we offer fast, first class repair and refurbishment of all
mining and heavy equipment machinery—both surface and
underground. Our size and flexibility enables work on any
scale, from major machine overhauls to minor defect repairs
and MDG15 preparation.
Our ‘keeping you mining’ philosophy is visible by every
machine, cylinder or component rebuild. From cleaning,
inspection and testing of every component, to reassembly in
a climate controlled “clean room”. Our aim is to extend
component and machinery life by decreasing the risk of
contamination.

Fixed Price Rebuilds and
Variable Scope
At PJL Group, we offer our clients various options to suit their
needs. We keep our clients informed through regular
progress updates and communicate clearly with our clients
of any variations that may arise during the rebuild process.

Commissioning
Our work doesn’t end when the machine leaves the
workshop. If requested, as part of our rebuild program, we
will send a qualified tradesman to your site to commission
each machine to ensure maximum equipment availability.

Warranty
PJL Group is so sure of the quality of our work that we offer
an unlimited hour, 12 month warranty on all major
powertrain components, parts and labour. This warranty is
available 24/7—we can send our qualified tradesman to fix
the issue at any time, day or night, to make sure your
machine is up and running in
the shortest possible time.

PJL Group is committed to
listen to our customer’s needs,
assisting to reduce both down
time and operating costs

“Keeping you mining”

ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES INTO SOLUTIONS
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Whether it be for a major plant installation requiring long term
labour or routine maintenance during a shut down. PJL Group are
your go to when it comes to fixed plant maintenance and
installations.
With our vast range of tradesmen readily available for deployment
around the country, our size enables repairs/maintenance or
installation work on any scale.

Our Approach
Planning


Project scope



Budget

Shut Down / Installation


Specialist labour including supervision



Administrative support



Progress reports

Post Work
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Quality report



Service maintenance management



Review and action plan for ongoing works
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PJL Group provides labour hire solutions for both
mobile fleet and fixed plant requirements.
Whether short or long term, on a mine/
construction site or in a workshop, PJL Group are
able to provide complete crews from site
supervision to trades assistants.
PJL Group currently employs a broad range of
individuals from trades including:


Diesel Mechanics



LV Mechanics



Boilermakers



Fitter/Machinists



Auto Electricians



Engineers

In addition to this, PJL Group are also able to
provide trades assistants, administrative support
and storemen if required.
Specialist technicians from our Field Service
Department come to you with fully equipped
service vehicles including


Remote system log-in



GPS tracking



Diagnostic tooling

In addition to their experience in a variety of
environments, our team are selected for their
enthusiasm, commitment to safety and maturity
to best represent PJL Group and meet customer
requirements. Customers can be confident that
jobs will be completed on time and to the
highest possible standard.

25,000
hours on site per month (avg)

ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES INTO SOLUTIONS
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From concept to design to fabrication, the PJL team work in
collaboration with our clients to ensure that we develop the
best customised solution for your needs.
Starting with onsite consultation and inspection to gain a
complete understanding of the project needs, we then utilise
2D and 3D drawing capabilities to design and modify
components and structures.
Our team of highly qualified engineers, draftsmen and
estimators work together with our boilermakers and machinists
to develop the best possible product to the highest possible
standards.

Metallurgy & Testing
Metallurgical services utilising a full metallurgical lab include


Failure analysis



NDT encompassing ultrasonic, magnetic particle and dye
penetrant testing

Line Boring
This 24/7 on site and in-house service uses the latest in
portable I.D. welding and boring technology, has its own
power source and can be pod-transported underground or to
other hard to get places.

Warranty
PJL Group are so sure of the quality of our work that we offer
a 12 month warranty on all engineering works. This warranty
is available 24/7—we can send our qualified tradesman to fix
the issue at any time, day or night, to make sure your
equipment is up and running in the shortest possible time.
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Engineering consultancy services including
structural certification

Design and manufacture of custom made
products
2D and 3D design and drafting services
Skilled boilermakers with pressure tickets
AS1796 and AS2980 qualifications

Pipe bending/welding

Skilled machinists with extensive experience in
manufacturing, mining and hydraulics
Bucket and truck tub wear package design,
installation, maintenance and management
services
Construction project fabrication and installation

Metallurgical services including ultrasonic and
magnetic particle, thickness testing and also
provision of weld procedures available on
request

Onsite, surface and underground fabrication
with fully equipped weld trucks
Poly welding

Mig, tig and stick welding
Large and small diameter I.D welding
Profile cutting for any shape or design

After Sales Service
We don’t just fabricate and manufacture—we install
and commission—taking the time required to make
sure it works and that you are happy with the solution
provided.

The PJL team work with our
The
PJL to
team
workthat
withwe
our
clients
ensure
clientsthe
to ensure
that we
develop
best customised
develop
theforbest
customised
solution
your
needs.
solution for yourworking
needs.
“Collaborative

“Collaborative
working
relationships”
relationships”
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Brand new VR engine incorporating intelligent
use of lock up clutch and complete transmission
upgrade to NLK specifications
Unique, PJL designed, lightweight, high strength
Creusabro®bucket fitted with Talon®GET package
Pivot type wheel guard
Forged lift cylinder rods for greater strength and
increased durability
Pivot type wheel guard

Ventilated engine covers for heat dissipation
Brake cooler and torque convertor fitted with
magnetic filtration
Upgrade to high temperature hosing throughout
High speed shaft upgrade almost doubling
functional torque to 20,300 Nm

Driveshaft upgrade almost doubling functional
torque to 20,300 Nm

Full LED package throughout with NLK load light

Frame strengthening throughout with nano
coating for corrosion protection
Remote capable with MDG15 wiring
Fully sound proofed cabin fitted with stainless
steel air conditioning unit

Brake cooler (right) and torque convertor fitted
with magnetic filtration

New rims and tyres
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Ventilated engine covers for heat
dissipation

Full LED package throughout

Forged lift cylinder rods for greater
strength and increased durability

Tilt pin retainer

VR Engine package incorporating
intelligent use of lock up clutch

Lightweight Creusabro® bucket fitted with
Talon® GET

Upgrade to high temperature hosing throughout

ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES INTO SOLUTIONS
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PJL is committed to achieving the best possible outcome in the shortest
possible time and nowhere better is this showcased than with our
service exchange components.
Our uniquely designed service is devised to reduce downtime, provide a
cost effective repair solution and get your equipment back on the job in
next to no time.

High Stock Levels

Stock of service exchange components is constantly changing and
growing. Contact your nearest PJL operation to discover if we have the
right part available for you.

Quality Parts

Service exchange components are repaired to the same rigorous
standard and stringent testing on which PJL has built its reputation.

Extensive Warranty

PJL Group is so sure of the quality of our work that we offer an
unlimited hour, 12 month warranty on all powertrain service exchange
components.

Accessibility

Service exchange components are strategically located around Australia
at our five operations in Orange, Parkes and Cobar in NSW, Perth in WA
and Mt Isa in QLD.

Pricing

We understand that time is of the essence when machines are down so
we don’t muck around. Pricing is calculated on the cost to repair your
replaced component back to PJL standards. Approved clients are able
to mobilise components immediately.
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Whether you are after short or long term hire, for a specific project or as replacement equipment, PJL Group’s
Asset Hire division are able to service your needs.
Currently available for hire through the PJL Group Asset Hire division are the following:Loaders - both R1700G and R2900G
Haul Trucks - CAT AD55B, CAT AD45B and Atlas 6020
Drills - twin boom drills, cable bolting machines, long hole drills

Auxiliary Equipment - charge up machines, service vehicles, shotcreter
Our range of hire equipment is continually expanding and changing. Contact your nearest PJL operation to
discover if we have the right equipment available to suit your
needs.

ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES INTO SOLUTIONS
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PROUD DISTRIBUTOR OF

The patented Talon Lockjaw system is a safe and simple solution. A
revolutionary system that actively draws and separates point from
adaptor, or shroud from lip, eliminating the need for the use of
hammers to fit and remove GET.
Utilising a standard 3/4” square
drive socket, the GET is solidly secured in place by rotating the lock clockwise.
When the GET is ready to be replaced, rotate the lock
in the anti-clockwise direction by hand, air, or battery
power impact driver. This action actively pushes the
GET off the adaptor or lip.
Talon heel shrouds are cast from TA10, a proven high wear material specially designed for abrasive conditions.
All Talon heel shrouds are designed with a corner relief and extra thickness through
the primary wear zone.
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PROUD DISTRIBUTOR OF

Creusabro

®

Creusabro® is wear resistant steel that extends your machines service life by 50-100% due to its titanium carbides
and reactive surface.

Creusabro® 4800℗
Advanced technology in wear
Creusabro® 4800℗ is a wear resistant steel offering up to 50% extra in
service life compared with a 400 HB water quenched steel. The steel
combines several modern metallurgical concepts which, depending on
thickness, use different combinations of an enriched chemical analysis and
controlled quenching rate.

Creusabro® Dual

A high performance wear resistant steel
Creusabro® Dual is an advanced abrasion-resistant steel additionally alloyed with
high titanium content (0.6%). This innovative grade is mainly dedicated to severe
sliding wear conditions in service for applications where conventional water
quenched steels, hard facing plates or hard-cast parts are traditionally
implemented.

Creusabro® 8000℗
A high performance wear resistant steel
Creusabro® 8000℗ is an advanced abrasion-resistant steel with a better
compromise, in extreme applications, between abrasion resistance and
toughness (crack resistance). More than 50% wear life higher than 500HB
conventional water quenched steels.

Gulf Western Oil offers premium grade heavy duty oils and
lubricants for commercial and industrial applications. Gulf
Western blend using the finest base oils and additives to
supply products that are specifically suited to harsh
industrial and commercial environments.

The role of the lubricant is critical in virtually all
types of machinery applications as it influences the
reliability, efficiency, and service life of the
machinery.
Gulf Western uses premium quality base oil and
best-in-class additive technology to formulate
engine oils that maintain their viscosity, keep
engine wear to a minimum, and help ensure
dependability.

ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES INTO SOLUTIONS
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HEAD OFFICE

COBAR

PARKES

MT ISA

PERTH

27 Leewood Drive

12 Wrightville Street

1/35-45 Peakhill Road

25 Ryan Road

1-3 Stott Road

Orange NSW 2800

Cobar NSW 2835

Parkes NSW 2870

Mt Isa QLD 4825

Welshpool WA 6106

Ph 02 6361 2172

Ph 02 6836 1676

Ph 02 6863 5700

Ph 07 4749 5209

Ph 08 9356 6052

pjlgroup@pjl.net.au
www.linkedin.com/company/2699696/
www.facebook.com/PJLGroupAustralia
www.pjl.net.au

